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i b i t r i e t

P-«ediotlona are derived for the integral

[jLl(X)etp(HjL^)J^ with &(&) being the contribu-

tion of states containing ff quark pair to the ratio Я,

measured in е*е""-атт1 hi lation. The theoretical results refer

to the region of the parameter U t / f a 2 - 3 , 7 Gev

where the integral is saturated by cont Abution of T and/

resonances, in agreement of theoretical prediction with ex-

perimental data is fouad for the mass of /-quark: fib a

s 4,6$ ±0«05 Gev. In the region of the и variable con-

sidered the effects of short distanoe gluon exchange enhance

the free quark result by a /f-dependent faotor 2 - 6 .

Cierefore the agreement with experimental data is by no moans

trivial and seems to be a convincing illustration of reality

of gluon esahange at «hort distanoes*



1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

It is quite evident by. now that T resonances observed

both ia hadroproduotion
 1
 and in e*e~-ann±hilation

 2
 are $-

wave bound states of quarkonium Bade froa new heavy quarks

{i • Thus the T family is one more copy of a quarkoid.ua

picture which has beooae логе or less familiar froa etudy of

oharaoniua levels* The difference between these two systems

is that / quark is roughly three tiaee heavier than the

charmed one and that its electric charge is Qg =-"» /3.

On the other hand t. quite predictive approach to descrip-

tion of charaonium and charmed p .rticles has been developed
Pt
 relying on heaviness of the oharaed quark and exploiting

the very first principles of QGD. In particular within this

approach the mass of С -quark was estimated from compari-

son of sua rules for d*e~ —»• charm with ezperiaental data.

This mass parameter is essentially the only one required to

make predictions about charm photo- and electroproduction

total cross sections ^ •

The main purpose of this paper is to extend the approach

developed in fief a. 3,4 to description of the X resonances.

For this we pursue the general pattern of those papers and

consider vacuum polarization by veotor (electromagnetic)

current of 4 quarksJ

e *<o I Tjfaj.

Tor a* real and below ff threshold



the amplitude *-&) i s determined by distances fc£ £2A)

so that *.t can be calculated by means of short-distance QCJ)

provided that $. is sufficiently large.

On the other hand via a dispersion relation one can ex-

prees -Pfy') below threshold in terms of its absorptive

part in the physical region measured by e*e~-annihilAtion

cross section into physical states containing ff quark

pain

«here &f fe) is £-quark contribution to the ratio it

measured in e*e"*-annihilation and the integral rone over all

values of & for which fyfe) 4 0. In particular the lowest

state contributing to the integral in eq. (3) ie the ^"-re-

sonance. In case the amplitude *{%
г
)
 i e

 calculated theore-

tically eq. (?) can be considered as a sum rule for the expe-

rimentally measurable quantity

Eq. (?) can be studied for arbitrary values of 4
г
 of

the form (2) provided that к is large enough to «sure

short-distance QCD calculation of jff
1
} • However la the

rest of this paper we shall be interested in considering re-

lations like eq. (3) for values of f
2
 as close to the

physical region as possible, since in this case jT* and J

dominate the r.h.s. of eq. (3) and one can make prediction*

which can be checked without knowledge of detailed structure

of &(fe) Above the J* resonance. Therefore we must

inspect what low values of к. one can reach in eq. (2) not

to spoil the applicability of short-distanoe QCD with its

asymptotic freedom



It may sees to the first eight that the region of asymp-

totic freedom la lixited bj the growth of the effective coup*

ling /^ fab/ • It tame oat however that before the coup-

ling becomes large other effects cone into play* These ef-

feete ere the so-called power tens which «rise (for henry

quarks) from interaction of quarks with nonperturbative fluc-

tuations of gluonio field (iastantons etc.) present in

the true таооот of QCD* In.the chaxKonium theory these terms

were first introduced in Kef.? and it was also found
 8
 that

for vacuua polarisation in the light quark sector the power

teraa rather than the growth of « ^ first violate the

asymptotic freedom calculations at relatively long distances.

For heavy quarks the leading power correction (e.g. to

the amplitude Bfy) ) which shows up first when k
z
 goes

down is expressed in terms of the vacuum mean velue of the

square of gluonio fiel4 tensor <o/Jotf (ьс ^i- ̂  •

This value was estimated ' from ohamonium sum rules

with a possible (20-40)% uncertainty. Implications of nonper-

turbative vaouum fluctuations of gluonic field characterized

by the mean value (4) were analised in fief .9 where it was

shown in particular that the relative magnitude of the cor-

rection to £ fa1) due to the mean value (4) is propor-

tional (for jt ** ** ) to the- quantity

№
(/it: mass of the ( f )quark)« In see. 4 we shall quantify

this statement and find that for the case of Ut T-family

this correction is small enough if I & 1 Gev. Vote that



for such % the effective coupling is still small

Jfi&&)£ otsfeGw) m O.Q1 a (щ t b l e
 paper

 t n e

zation 5-5*7.8
 i e a d o p t e d

 д^ ̂ /^ * 2.Г&**>)* o.z •

Our results are rather sensitive to the value of cty and in

principle enable to fit it. However we find that the adopted

value fits quite well. We shall return to discussion of this

natter in see. 5» It also worth mentioning that the adopted

value is essentially lower than that estimated /*»** fits

to leptoproduction data* But it is the above normalisation

of Ы* which provides an agreement with experimental

data and selfccnnistency of various predictions of the char-

monium theory).

So, we can apply short distance QCP when calculating

£ (1г*
г
- f£* ) down to / 2s. 1 Gev. Frew a rough

estimate pi * Mr/% - £ ? £*/ it is clear that such

values of the momentum /r are nonrelativistic for £

quarks t I 2/*? 2 «4 «In the nonrelativistic region

however there appear threshold singularities th<* leading

of which are given by graphs with parallel exchange of

"Coulomb" gluons (see Pig. 1). These graphs provide a series

in powers of ctffekjib/Jc rather than in powers

of etffejk) and in the regie* of our interest we must

sum up all such terms. This summation can be performed 4'^

in terms of the SohrSdinger equation in the potential ** jig .

In see. 2 we shall follow the method of Green's function ̂

which enables to sum up all (ofe #1/4 j' singularities

in the vacuum polarisation amplitude.

In sec* Ъ ve shall perform the so-called /-transform

of the sum rule (3). The L «transform is defined as follows



As a result of thia transformation the {£-f*J~ «eight

factor in the integral in eq. (3) transforms Into an expo-

nential weight factor

And for small enough ~t the contribution of higher states

to this integral is sharply out )ff•

One' can note alao that In definition of the /я -trans-

fers» formally Jc is going to infinity. In fast however the

quantity f{/*
%
)

 i e
 deterat?ned by behaviour of iVfc**

at <2K- d yA since simultaneously with increasing

one must differentiate the amplitude 2 Л =

times. Therefore the region & & 1 Gev corresponds to

JU >, 2 Gev and all the above remarks concerning the

relevance of asymptotic freedom in terms of & hold also

in teraa of it (sore pr cieely /</г ). The quantity

F{/*
г
) «ill be estimated in seo. 3.

In ceo. 4 we shall discuss corrections te the results

of sections 2 and 3 &&d in seo. 9 a comparison of theoreti-

cal predictions with data on %* and L formation in

e
+
e"-aanihilation will be given for A a 2 — 3,7 Gev. (The

values of It under consideration are bound from above

by relativistio corrections to our essentially nonrelativis-

tio approach. Tha> relative aagnitude of these corrections



is А
г
/ ¥ м

г
) . As & result we estimate the mass of tee /

quark /t- ж 4,65 - 0,05 Gev and sake some judgements an

the value of tae coupling constant

2* Calculation of the Tacpw!" Polarization ^
n
 the Je*r

In this section a calculation of

will be given summing up all /i*/ fa/A.)*" terns for

'
г £</(/* and neglecting all corr@@tione proportional to

• The calculation ia based on a relation ^ bet-

ween tae vacuum polarization amplitude and the nonrelati-

vistic Green's function of the .elativo motion in quarko-

nium Q(*fjj, t) * The relation has the -ora

which is valid up to an unimportant (though infinite) addi-

tive constant independent of % • (In fief* 9 this cons-

tant was eliminated by differentiating eq. (7) over A ).

For the Green*о function <p ("**jf J ^ ) ** Bef. 9

was obtained the follo'-lng expansion

ЛГ ев)

f,
+ ...

which accounts both for perturbative contribution (?ig.l)

(the first term on the r.h.s.) шли for the leading nonper*

turbative power oorreotion due to the vacuum mean value (4)



Cthe second term on the r. ix.fi»)» Hare ^ ^ «ad »^

denote the "Coulomb" Green's funotiona for ooler singlet

and color octet state* of §£ pair respectively. They obey

the equations

c-UU- y"-'>(iro •
with the condition of regularity at infinity and the poten-

tials

The three dots in eq. (8) refer *o contribution of vacuum

mean values of gluonic operators of dimension о >4 .

We start with considering the perturbative contribution

to the r.h.s. of eq. (7) which is described according to

eq. (B) by the Green's function G(o) (*t Уj *~*-Y**/ '

For p quarks this contribution dominates x /rfo*- Y&*s

for Hi, \ Qev. Keeping Jin mind that in eq. (7) one needs

only the J?*
p
 у &-*. О limit of the Sreen'e function

we can take у «= О from the very beginning, and denote

fyL £x* &j ~~ &• /***) * ^c v Л*y since for Jf
 e
 О

the Green's funotion depends only on fc & /л/ . ?hen from

eqs. (9) and (10) оке obtains the equation (

Its eolation regular at fe -» #0 is given Ъу

where jc fafZ * &) is the standard notation for the

hypergeometric function which has no exponential



growth at &-+>£> (see e.g. 11). The noraallsation, con-

stant С in eq. (12) is determined by the О -function

singularity in the original equation (9)t vhiuh ladies that

when t-r» 0 the leading singularity of (rC^jkr^ Bust

have the form

kt

(it is this к -independent singularity that give* rise to

the infinite additive constant in eq. (7))* The expansion of

tue function x for small **- is given Ъу

г 2кг) zi

= JСи /Y*J /*** • угои this one reaiiiy

finds that the condition (1?) is satisfied if the normali-

zation in eq. (12) is chosen of the fora

ffith. this value of С and again using the expansion (14)

one readily calculates the liai' involved in eq. (7) and

finally finds

******

Tht t u u la thli «aqpreaaioa have alqpia phyaioal la-



fcerpretatien. Tb* first en* ia the early eraeks-fc i* ta*

free, theory result, the second one is ta» result of firs*

iteration of the "Coulomb" interaction Vfe) t end the third

represents the oostribution of Coulomb ,£^-wave poles at

kfu^s /я* » Л-* i* 2, ... It can be also noted
12

that eq. (16) oc 'responds to QSD results obtained in a

slightly different manner than ours*

Two more remarks are n order, first is that in presen-

ting consideration of this sect'on. we did not specify the

normalization point for the coupling dl$ . One oan leadli/

convince oneself that when calculating the Green's function

from e<i. (9) for /ГД Igt £ A ~i by iterations of

the interaction V/9y the latter is integrated over t

with the weight factor e • Therefore the distancee rele-

vant are t &(£*.) and therefore in eq. (16) one should

take at

The second remark concerning eq. (16) is tiiat in QCD

this expression is relevant only in the region of asymptotic

freedom. For the case of r-quarks ( Jt %, 1 Gev) only

tails of Coulomb poles (given by f (<f- Zj£j*) > are aeen ы

this region, for 2 ">war values of £ power tests oop*e in-

to play and destroy the validity of eq. (16). For more massive

quarks however* e.g. for quarks with mass /n >> 15 Gev

the asymptotic freedom extends to the region Л < jr *t <*f{2x/

so that lowest bound states of such «uperheavy quarkoniiua

must be essentially "Coulamb"-like. In this case eo.. (16)

gives their dominant "Coulomb" parameters (the оэ riding ener-

gy, the width /^
e
 ) while the second term on the r.n.s.

of eq. (8) describes corrections due to v.e.v. ( 4) to taese

parameters. 1 detailed analisyo of properties of superheavy



quarfconiua within this approach will be given eisewaere. For

the case of our interest ( § quarks) toe second term-on **c

r.h.s. of eq. (6) only imposes a bound in £ WRapplicability

of eq.. (16) and we postpone a discussion of this bound till

sec. 4.

3- ** -transform of the Vacuum Polarisat-on Amplitude

In this section we calculate the L -transfozm of the

amplitude ./*/?»?*- #£*J given by eq. (16) and also

here will be discussed a connection of the /, -transf on»

with the moments of e+e~-annihilation croee section -?»4*' .

The £ -operator is defined in eq.

T
It has the following simple properties

Using these one finds from eq. (16)

' С19)

L 4

10



So calculate / -transform of the function
 f
,. _

x

one can use the representation

is the Bernoulli! constant) and find

>

where

'"' ЗА

(the term with P s О in eg,. (21) vanishes)•

The summation in eq. (21) can be performed using

Laplace transform to obtain the result

where е е / Л У « 4b- jB~ </£ . Keeping track of

all terms <mm obtains fro» eqs. (19)> (20) and (21)

fi=1

The plot of the function Ф(Ю i» given in K g . 2.

Let us disouss now a relation between the £ -trans-

form of the vacuum polarisation amplitude and the moments

of the e*e~-annihil don о iss section need in fiefs. 3.4,7.

In those papers wex sons! red theoretical predictions for



the moments

- ft* •• ( (25)

v/here /"^ is the aaaa of aeavy quark of a given flavour

/ and Я{ fc) is the _/• -flavour contribution to

the ratio /t (more specifically С -quarks ?ere eonei-

dared)•

Consider now the r.h.s. of eq. (.25) tor ft = Клг*/^л
г

and /г
г
 cc f̂ft

 г
 (i.e. fb » / "*. In tnie зам one can

write

Comparing this with eq. (6) one sees that the quantity

for М
г;
« Ум

г
/п *< V** coincides up to a normalization

factor with the asymptotic expression for /fcv̂ j, when

Д >> / «It can be also noted that in the sense of this

relation between f^
l
J and /Z-/^ four first terse in

expansion of eq. (24) in powers of A correspond to the

results of Bef. 4 (see eqs. (7.11) - (7.13) of Bef. 4} wHile

the rest terms have not been calculated there.

*• Corrections to Eos. (16) and (23}

In this section soae corrections to eqs (16) and (23)

will be discussed. As a result these expressions will be

slightly modified before confronting with experimental data,

and also the region of applicability of our results will be

clarified.

12



Эоа. (16) «nd С25) give fca« "seanl* of summation of

/^5 (2ljfii/k.) terms is the vacuum polarisation amplitude

«nan £*<£<Jk*~ . It ia interesting to not* that on* can

readily find also all the terms of order off fa*) (*tffe*)Jn/*J

According to Sciminger x* these tems aria* from nonsingular

in. * «nan Jt-*O part of the electromagnetic fo

factor ot t -quark calculated to the first order ia

С see Fig. 3). Idjpting the QSD result *' to the caa» of

one finds that thie effect resolts in the от*га!1 factor

which renozmalizejf the expression obtained by aeiag ScarS-

linger equation. Note also that this factor coaes from dis-

tances* Ф /v /n~ , Thii factor is quite familiar to those

•he followed the literature on J/f* 7idtu into в
+
ч~ .

IT teraa of our consideration the factor (26) mast be intro-

duced i~uto the r.h.e. of eq. (7).

Да to the correctione oommtng £г~*ш exchange of trans-

versal (дс Couloab") gluona and from the torse gluon ver-

tices these are proportional to either (А/Ж/ or <я$ or

ft/faj of/ , for the Taluea of £ considered these correc-

tions aaaa to Ъ« unimportant.

Йюв acooontisg for the factor (26) on* finds from eq.

Sue is in fact the expression «hi^h «ill be compared with

experimental data in Ш е region /t s 2 - 3,7 &ev. Tor

larger jk relativiatic effects become essential, while

t3



for JU < 2 Qev power terns rapidly grow op. Mam we

proceed to a discussion of the latter to argue that for

M > 2 (rev they can be neglected.

The leading power correction to the тасшш polarisation

is given by the second term on the r.h.s. of eq. (8). In

case H//n » °tj (but still ^ * * 7 ) so that

Jb & l one can neglect to a first approximation the Couloab

interaction and write

Усг this case the result

and

is

g

«>

For arbitrary A

the form

the function */ mamt be of

where the function ^\ ($ ) oan in principle be found

by integrating well known Couloab function* in eq» (8).

However this involves a calculation of rather complicated

convolutions of confluent hypergeoaetrie functions. So far

I failed to find X/j&) in a closed fora. She first

nontrivial term in the expa-ision of JC(6) can be obtained

by considering the interaction lye,// !& «<!*• (9) P«rtur-

batively* The result is



considering the singularities of the terms on tsae r.n.s.

eq. C8) in the k «plane one can also finu' that apart;

preexponenti*! factors $fyJ
 and

 Л ( А ) develop»

-n* затт «4pcaert:ial asymptotic ^enavior wnen ^ -* o*»

'Surely, tne limit $ -+ &* M s no poysical sense since

Гог /f -* О all power «erme are istporxact not only the

leading one. Bat as a matheeatical poblen zbe asyoptotic

behavior of ф/fij and jfli/ij ca. be considered). Thus,

no special reasons are seen for rnich the function A (A)

зап бе enoanced with respect to ^(B) at least for mo-

ierate values of 4 -£ 1. (In fact we need jd £, 0,7).

Therefore allowing for a possible numerical factor between

and ф(£) »e restrict ourselves to the values

yi U ^or wnich the quantity ^o/fo^s &?& ^

xoes vox exceed -w 9JK, which correspond to A ^ 2

In what follows the power correction will os> concpletely

-ecteu for if > 2 Зет.

5- Comparison with Soerinental Data and Conducting Деаагкз

the proceeding discuseion and usizig eq.(27)

we conclude that for M ж 2 - 3«7 бет chars ха the stm rule

for hidden 4 -flavour foraation in e*e~*-annihilatio&



This sum role east be valid up to a (10-15)% accuracy

the above mentioned values of A . (In eq. (3D both'hands

of eq. '6) are Bultiplied by exp.^Af£- ft**)//**] a©

that besides the running parameter A the first expression

in eq. (?1) contains no theoretical quantities*)

In Fi^» 4 ie given a comparison of eq* (3D with «xpe-

riaental data on X and L formation in e+e~-annibJLlation.

The oiperimental inputs 2 are fjr ж 9,46 Gev, M
T
t a

= 10,015 Gev, fi T -* e
+
e") » 1,2 Kev, /*( Г'-#> е*е"*) =

s 0.35 Kev* (We recall that a narrow resonaaoe contribution

to fi(S) is gives by

N te that contribution of JL to the experimental integral

in eq. (3D is at moet 12% (for M * 3#7 Gev>. The con-

tribution of still hit шг (9 states is completely neg-

ligible due to exponential cutoxf in the integral* She ex-

perimental uncertainties result in that the "experimental*
1

Rurve in Fig. 4 (heavy line) can be multiplated aa a whole

by a factor (1+0,2).

Tne theoretical curves axe sensitive both in normalisati-

on and in «A*fe to values of atf and nt • In ease one fixes

Gev) s 0,2 as it has been done in charmonium theory

the beet fit for the mass of ъ quark is

16



ж 4,S4 Gev (the curve A- in Fig. 4). Ду considering

theoretical curves with /**• close to thi» value one can

convince oneself that a mass parameter out of the interval

flb = 4,65+0,05 (rev can not fit tLe experimental curve

even allowing for theoretical and experimental uncertainties.

We illustrate tl \e by drawing th. curve о corresponding

to fit m 4,60 Gev.

If one also allows tc vary « ^ , then a somewhat

better fit to experimental datt is found in the region

M %/ 2̂ 3 Gev (where theoretical uncertainties seem to be

minimal) if <x^(2,5 Gev) я 0.22 and hi * 4,67 Gev (the

curve С in Fig. 4). However with our accuracy we cannot

assert for sore that this value of off is much more pre-

< ferable than ofa (2,5 Gev) = 0,2.

' It can be also noted that for A £ 2 Gev the theore-

: tical curves are much more steeper than the experimental

one (this tread* is already seen from Fig. 4 at к < 2,3Gev).

According to eq. (30) this deviation of theoretical curves

must be corrected by power terms. Therefore qualitatively the

behaviour of theoretical and experimental curves in this

region is in agreement with the picture described ab.ve.

However a' detailed quantitative description in this region

requires a calculation of the function Xfa) •

Anyhow the agreement of theoretical prediction with

experimental data on i and T resonances seems to be

by no means trivial and can be considered as one of most

convincing illustrations of reality of gluonic ei^hange at

•box* diatanota, Xadttd tht fluoaio txehujt briaei to *q.

(3D tht faotor (1-&*£{**)) Ф(М which for



the vuluea of A considered ( As. 0,3 - 0,7)

roughly from 2 to 8. Oae can readily verify that the free

quark prediction (i.e. for e ^ ж О) gives nothing like

the experimental curve with any value of the # quark

maas* (See for ехащр1е the ourve a in Pig.4 which ooxrea-

poada to free quarks with /П ж 4,65 G O T ) .

Probably an imprctYeBunt of experimental data and theo-

retical predictions (a calculation of the function ЭС(Ю

and an account of relativiatic oorreot'ons) will sake it

poesible to fit from the SUB rules like (31) not ojJLy the

$ quark mass but also precise valaes of CLM and of

vacuum expectation value (4).

I am thankful to V.A.Kovikov and L.B.Okun for useful

discussions and convents*
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Tig.l. Diagram* with "Coulomb" ;luon exchange vhich give

the leading threahold singularities. The dotted lines

correepond to "Coulomb11 gluoaa.

tig. 2. The plot of the function

fig» 3* The graph* for fosafactor correction to vaouuai pola-

risation amplitude.
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8i&. 4. The quantity u'*-J&g(s) ettf> y

The heavy line ie calculated from experimental

masses and e
+
e" widths of T and Q? • (Szperi-

vuital errors correspond to that this curve can be

multiplied as a whole by a factor (l+0
#
2)). The

curves &•
 t
 ь and С are theoretical predictions

for various values of ai
s
 and ЯЬ х

a) o4(2.5 ffev) = 0
#
2, Д»» 4,64 Sev,

b) 0^(2,5 Gev) a 0,2, ht= 4
(
60 Gev,

c) (^(2,5 ffev) . 0,22, /fc= 4
#
6? Gev,

The curve <1 is the free quark prediction for

/W. ж 4,65
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